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BY 

PETER KOURTZ 



An Experimental System to Predict Hourly 

Forest Fire Occurrence and to Assist in 

Aerial Detection Route Planning 

Historical Background of the Study: 

The Forest Fire Research Institute began to apply the 

techniques of operations research to fire control problems in a 

serious manner in 1970. At that time a very sophisticated high

altitude infrared detection device had just been constructed by 

the U.S. Forest Service and He set about to determine whether or 

not such a device would have an application in Canada. 

After completion of that study came a request from Ontario to 

study the problems of visual air patrolling. At that time Quebec 

had completely sl.;itched to air patrols and Ontario was mid-way 

through the conversion from lookouts to air patrolling. Ontario 

had had enough experience lvith air patrols by 1972 to confirm the 

large savings associated with this method, however, in general, 

the effectiveness of the patrols was no better than that of the 

lookouts. 
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After studying the air patrol system we concluded that the 

best way to improve it was to improve our predictions of l"hen and 

where fires ''lere going to occur and to use these to schedule and 

route the flights better. Thus our resulting research ''las 

partitioned into two parts. Part one dealt with the development 

of a scheme to predict ''lhen and where fires might occur and part 

t,'lO dealt with the routing of flights given a fire occurrence 

forecast. 

About 50 per cent of the fires of ;-!orthern Ontario and Quebec 

are lightning caused. TIlese fires presented a major problem in 

that there was no reliable method to predict their occurrence. A 

special study was started to investigat~ the various methods of 

thunderstorm tracking. It was felt that if we could identify 

those areas over which storms had passed the lightning-fire 

search area would be substantially reduced. Weather radar, long 

range spherics devices and satellite surveillance methods were 

rejected mainly because of their high costs. A very attractive 

alternative was a network of limited range lightning sensors. 

These sensors ,.;ould have a maximum range between 20 to 30 miles 

and would count at least some of the lightning strikes falling 

wi thin this radius. They would be located at each fores try 

weather station. The lightning count of the previous 24 hour 
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period would be read each morning and plots of thunderstorm 

occurrence then would be made. 

We built and tested many different types of counters -

infrared heat sensors, radio receiver types, magnetic pulse 

detectors and electrostatic field detectors. Finally, we settled 

on the electrostatic field type as being the most effective and 

located 20 of these at fire control weather stations in a manner 

that pretty ''Iell covered north1'1estern Ontario (60,000 sq. miles). 

The cost of each sensor was about $225. (Slides I - 7). 

By the end of that 1973 season we could see that the counter 

network could track storms very well but more important we 

discovered a very crude but fairly reliable scheme for predicting 

when and Hhere lightning fires ''fere likely to occur. Based only 

on the 1973 observations we concluded that if more than SO counts 

were recorded on a sensor and the medium fuel moisture content 

measured before· the storm at the sensor's weather station were 

dry, the area in the vicinity of the sensor could expect, on the 

average, about a fire every 2000 square miles. If the fuels l'fere 

wet, only a fire every 10,000 square miles lvas expected. And, of 

course, if there were fewer than SO counts no lightning fires 

were expected. (Slides 8 - 10). 
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With regard to predicting man-caused fires it has been well 

known that the occurrence of man-caused fires is highly 

correlated with the dryness of fine fuels in a specific area. 

Historical data provide a good basis to determine the average 

number of man-caused fires per fine fuel moisture class day 

associated with a particular l'leather station area. Also, in a 

similar manner the effectiveness of the public in detecting fires 

in local areas, could be estimated from historical data. 

lie assembled all these data and relationships into a computer 

program that predicted the number of fires that should be located 

each hour in each 400 square mile cell of a grid covering 

north'1estern Ontario. Each cell of the grid ""as associated with 

a nearest weather station. 

Parallel to our fire prediction work we researched methods 

for routing aircraft through grid structures containing various 

numbers of fires in the cells. Eventually a procedure was 

devised that could determine the best route through the grid of 

cells such that the sum of the fires along the chosen route was 

higher than along any other route and such that the aircra.ft 

returned to its home base before it ran out of fuel. This 

procedure was linked to the fire prediction system so that air 
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patrol routes and their potential effectiveness could be 

evaluated at any time of the day. 

To test this system, we first simulated in the computer its 

operation during the 1972 northwestern Ontario fire season. We 

attempted to answer the question "ho\'l would the system have 

performed had we relied upon it during the 1972 season?" This, 

of course involved a comparison of the computer predicted results 

to the actual 1972 field experience. For this test the computer 

dispatched patrols at the same time that patrols were actually 

sent out that season. The computer-routed patrols came \'lithin 10 

miles of 176 of the 1972 fires (total of 524) and the actual 

patrols came within 125 fires. 

select the take-off times, 

within 10 miles of 105 fires 

When the machine \'las allowed to 

107 computer-planned patrols came 

compared to 271 actual patrols 

coming within 10 miles of 125 fires. 

Encouraged by these results 1'1e set out to build a 

computerized fire prediction and patrol system that could be used 

on a daily basis. In the spring of 1974 we installed two such 

systems, one in northwestern Ontario at Dryden and one in 

Southwestern Quebec at Haniwaki. 
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Unfortunately northwestern Ontario had a disastrous fire year 

beginning in June and lasting the remainder of the season. 

Little or nO time was available to conduct this experiment. The 

1974 season was effectively a lost research year with regard to 

testing the system there. We were mote fortunate in Southwestern 

Quebec, however, and it is this experience that I want to 

describe. 

1974 Quebec Experience ·in Using the Fire Occurrence 

and Prediction and Patrol Route Pla"mins Syst.em 

The 30,000 square mile area in , .. hich the experimental system 

was established fell under the protection of the Societe de 

Conservation de L'Outaouais. This area was chosen chiefly 

because of its close proximity to Ottawa and most important, its 

organizational structure ''las such that a central computer 

operation ''las feasible and potentially useful. All \'leather data 

are collected and analysed at the Manhlaki center. All fires are 

immediately reported to the center and the center has complete 

control of all detection and in.itia1 attack dispatches for the 

Outaouais Region. A high degree of central planning and control 

of the fire organization is essential for this computerized 

system to be useful. 
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Immediately we es tab lished a dens e network of 24 lightning 

counters (slides 11 - 14). (Last slide is map of counters). 

Each of these locations also collected weather data necessary for 

fire danger index calculations. 

each morning at 8 a. m. and 

The lightning counters were read 

these data were fonvarded to the 

~laniwaki center for the morning fire prediction update. 

A computer communications terminal lvas installed at the 

Maniwaki center and lias connected by telephone line to a large 

computer at Toronto, 350 miles a'iay. It should be pointed out 

that any TELEX or Tl'iX uni t in ~;orth America , ... as capable of 

accessing the Toronto computer. Indeed, the TWX units at the 

~,1aniwaki headquarters were occasionally used when problems 

developed in the more sophisticated system. (Slides IS, 16.) 

Five separate computer programs could be used by the Hanh/aki 

center. The update program 'vas the most important of these. It 

carried out the task of updating, to the current time, the fire 

occurrence forecast in each grid cell. It was also possible to 

forecast fire occurrence up to 36 hours ahead with this program. 

The procedure for updating a fire forecast is given in the 

following Vugraphs (1 - 12). 
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Input required for fire occurrence forecasting can be divided 

into two parts. Part one deals with grid data, historical fire 

occurrence and public detection data. These include: 

(a) Number of rows and columns in the grid, size of the 

cell, and the number of weather stations. 

(b) The number of the weather station nearest each cell in 

the grid. 

(c) The average number of man-caused fires that occurred in 

the past (s ay during the previous 5 to 10 fire seasons) 

per Fine Fuel Hoisture Code class day for each cell in 

the grid. 

Cd) This week-day variation in man-caused fire occurrence 

expressed in percentage terms of the average. 

(e) The ratio of the total number of public detections to 

the total number of fires burning each hour (of the 24 

hour day) for each weather station area. 

(f) A subjective rating for each cell representing the 

"urgency" or need for early detection of fires. This 
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rating incorporates values at risk, fuel type, potential 

damage, and the fire control resource situation. 

Part two of the input requirements deals with information 

that must be given to the computer at the time of each update. 

These include part of all of the following: 

(a) The previous noon's fine fuel moisture and duff moisture 

index for each weather station. 

(b) The next noon's forecasted fine fuel and duff moisture 

indexes. 

[c) TIle visibility at each weather station (for the period 

of the update). 

Cd) The forecasted index values (and previous noon's index 

values when appropriate) must be changed as frequently 

as major deviations from the forecast (or actual 

measurements occur. This is necessary to keep the fire 

predictions current. 

Ce) The time and location (in terms of cell number) of each 

publicly reported fire must be logged into the system. 
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(f) Each patrol route and their detected fires must be 

logged into the system. 

(g) Estimated thunderstorm occurrence times and 

corresponding sensor counts from each weather station. 

All inputs must be logged into the system before the systemts 

"clock" passes the time of the event. It should be noted that, 

for 1975, fire control agencies ,'lith the fire weather index 

package running on the same conputer can link the two together. 

In this case the weather program will supply the fire occurrence 

package with the appropriate current and forecasted indexes 

thus avoiding the need to log in a large number of l'1eather 

indexes. Output available after a fire occurrence forecast run 

includes: 

(a) The current time, day of week, date and month plus the 

time, date and month of the previous update. 

(b) A matrix of numbers representing the expected number of 

fires (multiplied by 1000) in each cell at the "current" 

time. 
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(c) The expected total number of fires "currently" burning 

and the expected total number of fires to be reported by 

the public. 

(d) The chance that not one or more public reports should 

have been (or lI'ill be) made between the last update time 

and the time of the "current" update time. 

(e) The chance of there being D, 1. 3. --- or fewer fires 

currently burning. 

(f) The "urgency" rating (in 4 categories) for each cell for 

the current time. 

(g) The sum of the urgencies for all cells. 

Vugraphs 13 & 14 contain examples of this output. 

This output is available from the computer usually within 15 

minutes of the updating time. It is held in the computer memory 

until the next update run so that other field stations or 

headquarters can see the current fire·occurrence situations. In 

addition to the above output, the complete fire occurrence, 
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urgency and separate weather index files created on the last 

update may be viewed at any time. 

Three other programs were associated with program Update. A 

program called "Create" is used to initialize the fire occurrence 

forecast at the beginning of each season or at any other time 

that a major failure occurs. It is capable of reinitializing all 

or any part of the fire occurrence forecast and weather file. 

Program "Backup" enables the user to immediately recover from an 

update that had been based on erroneous data. Program "LIST" was 

available during the 1974 season to enable a user to view the 

latest fire forecast and weather data file being held in the 

computer. This program will not be necessary in the 1975 version 

because of an improved file structure system. 

Program "Patrol" is the sequential routing program that 

determines the optimal routes for from I to 12 patrols in terms 

of maximizing the number of potential fire detections or 

maximizing the sum of the urgency values along each patrol route. 

A route is chosen in a manner such that no other route will 

result in a higher cumulated sum of cell values. 

For input this package requires: 
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(a) The criterion (Fire Occurrence or Urgency sum 

maximization) • 

(b) The starting and ending airport cells for each patrol. 

(c) The speed and duration of each patrol. 

Each computer calculated route is given in terms of a: 

sequence of cell numbers that can be readily transferred to a 

map. Along with each route the expected number of detections is 

given plus the chance of that patrol detecting both no fires and 

one or more fires (Vugraphs 15 & 16). 

Unfortunately, this package assumes that each patrol is 

dispatched sequentially. That is. the route for patrol number 

one is calculated first. The route for patrol number 2 is 

calculated after taking into account the likely effectiveness of 

.. -patrol number 1. Patrol route number n is calculated after the 

previous n-l routes have been used to adjust the likely fire 

occurrence forecast or urgency. The program produces reasonable 

patrol routes only ,-,hen one aircraft is dispat<;hed from an 

airport at a given time. A major error occurs when two or more 

aircraft are dispatched from the same airport at the same time. 



In addition to this program, t,,,o neN patrol programs will be 

available for the Outaouais region during the 1975 season. The 

first of these programs evaluates a list of fixed patrol routes. 

As many routes can be incorporated as desired. Also, the program 

is structured so that 3 levels of intensities of coverage can be 

handled. The routes of each intensity level are pre-programmed 

into the system. Each new route is evaluated in terms of either 

the current fire occurrence forecast or urgency forecast. For 

input, all that is required is the intensity level CA, E, or C) 

and whether or not the evaluation is to be done on the fire 

forecast or urgency matrix. Output takes the form of a list of 

patrol route labels and their expected rewards. In addition, the 

total expected reward is calculated for all patrols in the chosen 

intensity level (Vugraph 17). 

The second new patrol program available for 1975 determines 

simultaneously the optimal routes for two air patrols. These can 

be from the same airport or two separate airports. This program 

overcomes the major objection of the sequential planning program 

used during the 1974 season. Its limitation is that only two 

routes can be determined. The computer time required for 3 or 

more routes currently is prohibitive. 
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For ,input this program requires the home airports for each 

aircraft. These can be the same airport but unlike the 

sequential program, both aircraft must return to their home 

airport(s). Each flight is assumed to be 2.5 hours in length at 

a speed of 130 mph. 

Output from this program is similar to the sequential 

program. 

Summary of 1974 Results In theOutaouais Region 

Throughout the 1974 season weaknesses were identified in the 

system and improvements added where possible. Some of these 

included: 

(a) Adjusting the aircraft and public detection capability 

as the moisture content of the fine fuel varied. 

(b) Treating visibility on a per ,,,eather station area basis 

rather than on a region bas is. 

(c) Adjusting the man-caused occurrence rates for cells 

associated with new berry picking areas. 
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(d) Improving the input error detection capability. 

Vugraphs 18, 19, and 20 compare on a daily basis the computer 

fire forecasts and the actual fire occurrences. On the average, 

the update package was used three 'times a day and on some days as 

many as six updates ,,,ere made. 

Based on the 1974 experience another set of changes have been 

made to the system for 1975. 

(a) A complete revision of the storage file structure. 

(b) The inclusion of a natural extinguishing factor during 

'vet weather. 

(c) The addition of an urgency criterion. 

Cd) The addition of a day -of-the-week variation in man

caused fire occurrence. 

(e) Two new patrol routing programs. 

(f) A computerized fire weather package has been directly 

linked to the weather file. 
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The estimated monthly cost of running the system was $1500. 

This includes $300 per month for communications terminal rental, 

$100 per month for communications line rental, $800 computer cost 

and $300 per month for a part-time operator. 

Although this computer package was developed for aiding in 

detection planning, it became clear last season that its main use 

was for fire occurrence forecas ting. Detection was of secondary 

interest. The fire occurrence forecast package provides a means 

to integrate and summarize a vast amount of weather data, 

historical fire occurrence data, recent detection activity, and 

current fire reports into a useful format for fire control 

decision makers. 

In the future, if fire control agencies are to make use of 

this system and many other similar decision-assisting tools now 

under development, they must begin now to build up some expertise 

in the computing field. An experienced programmer with fire 

control knowledge is required to set up and maintain this system. 
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CRtTERIA FOR URGENCY FOR DETECTION 

1) On a cell basis - assign a number from 1 to 5 with 5 being in 
need of most (early) urgent detection. 

2) Assume that one fire is burning (just started) in the cell 
in a random location. 

3) Assume that the burning conditions (Fue~ Moisture & wind) is 
HIGH. 

4) In assessing "urgency" consider 

i) values (timber, recreation, political), 
iil fuel condition, 
iii) potential damage, 
iv) potential suppression costs, 
v) attack difficulty. 

5) These numbers win be used to weight the forecasted numbers of 
fires in a cell in the following way: 
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7) Determination oi Fue. Moisture Weighting Values 
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CHr'le£ or TH£I;::t: I:EIrlG 5 OR FGJEF: FlF:ES 44. r: 
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Urgency map produced after thunderstorm 
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PLRY UPGENlY MATPIX TIl'lE 14 DATE 26 ~10HTH 8 
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.-. c· D~PECTEII IIETECT IONS 

I!lji;::HTIOd :';::.0 SfFIF:l 143 Elm 143 SPEED 150. 

14.3-- 12;:::-·- 113-- '3a-- ':i{p-- H2··-- 16~7_ .. - 52--- :3"7-- :;:;.:!-- 5~:--'~ . 

6;::--- .3:~:-·- ,,;::4-- c:5-- 100-- 101--- 116-- 115--- D,j-- E:l-- l':j.E.--

\ 14'j~· 144-- ld-- 144-- ).13--· 
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CHAHGE OF 

Dt:TECTINC 

E.7.1~·: 

- CHt~rICE Clt-·. DETECTIr-lG ONE OF.: NOf':£ FIRES ::::2.9~·: 

C':PECTED DET£CnONS • :350 

97-- 52-- 3?-- 51--
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0':'-- ??-- -:z2-- '34---
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CHfwlGE OF 

;~:HAHC£ Or- DETECT Hie; OilE OF: 1'10F.:£ FI PES 2'0'. 5~'; 
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D::PECTED DETECTIOnS .0:34 

42-- 41-- '4~j-- ~39-- :;:8-- 53-- E.:::-- 83-- 84-- 85-- :'::6- . 

71-- 56-- 57-- 42--

/'IUNBER CHAr'iGE OF 

DETECTH--lG 

o 

CHAr-iCE OF nOT DETECTING Ati\, FIR£S96.7% 

CHAHCE OF'DETECTHlG OIlE OR ['10F:E n;;:ES 

PA mOL 2 DA'i' 31 HOUR 9 t'lm'l 7 

--. .-~,.,.: 
"';' .. ;,.'-.. 

n:PECTED DETECTIONS .05£11 

I!IJF.:R II 01'1 2. 5 START 54 EnD 54 SPEt:It 1 i)E:". 

. . , 
:::5-- 10-- 69-- 54--

CHANGE OF 

DE TECT I riG 

CrlRrlCE OF nOT D£:TECTI r~G AN'!' FI RES 95. 1 :,~ 

CHAr'lCE OF DETECTU1G ONE OF: ['lORE FIRES 4.9% 

PATROL :;: DA·l :::: i HOUR 'j pIon ? [;:-:PECTED DETECTIons • (163 

DURA TI Or-! 2.::; S fART 65 niD 65 SPEED HHZI. 
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. Example.ofl output from the. fixed! patroll route. psogram 

1 PA:rROlt P~ANIAIPREOICTEO RESI!JLTS FOR HOUR 9 E>P.ir. 2Jl MO~. a .-;:., 

[} . ... ., 
PATROl!. EXPECTED **:nCHAHCE OF DE"'E8'FrNG*:~:t:* ~, 

4' NIJ!'lBERI DETEr::nOt·~s N@ FIRES OHE QR' MORE FIRES 
e::- II 30t 97.3 3l.~ .J 
,:; ...... 30\ 97.0 .... at . -. .:,.: . -' -. '? 3? 3~1~ Si;-.€:; 31, ell .. 
c' 4< 3\3- 97.9 3'.13. '-' 

9 5 3ft: 5*7.0 S. ~h 
H3 6. -7' %3 3'.2' .;:,.~' 

11 .... 36,_ 96.5 3~. 51 
" 1-' 8, 3€p 97.0 3~. 0i I .:: 

13 9 1 48 95.3 4.7 
14 1(1· 24· S-7.6 2.4-
15 11 36· %.'5 3.5 . C,! 
16 TOTAL 3'57 l!~~.O 0, 

I 

~~- - --- ~-.. "".'----.~-.-.---,-.~--~-.----.--. -_ .. -. 
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CO!oOured area : Actual fire situation at 17.00 hts. 

Curve :: Computer prediction at 14.00 hi's. 
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11 Coloured arE!a i Aetual fira situation at 11.00 hrs. 

10. 
Curve = Computer prediction at 14.00hrs. 
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A.ctual Fire (To·tal) 
Situation at 16·00hfS~ 

Computer Fire (Total) 
Prediction at 14·QOhrs. 
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